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What	does	it	mean	for	art	to	be	pedagogical?	Since	the	early	
2000s, a number of terms such as ‘artist educator’, ‘artist 
activist’, ‘socially engaged artist’, ‘artist researcher’ and ‘curator 
artist’ have emerged to signal a shift in the direction of critical 
art practice, revolving around the common question: ‘How are we 
shaped	by	what	we	know?’	This	turn	towards	what	I	will	call	
‘socio-pedagogic art’ is the focus of Shapes of Knowledge, an 
exhibition	that	reflects	on,	and	stages,	the	various	ways	in	which	
artists around the globe produce and impart knowledge. What 
this exhibition ultimately showcases is the ambitious deployment 
of hybrid methodologies in art today, involving artists and 
cultural producers more interested in education than 
transgression, in productive dialogue rather than denunciation.
	 Defining	what	pedagogy	means	in	relation	to	art	is	difficult	
because it can take so many different forms. ‘Pedagogy’ is what 
teachers	do	to	influence	learning	in	others.	Just	as	teachers	can	
educate their students in the classroom with books or by taking 
them outside to observe an everyday scenario, so too can artists 
employ myriad techniques to educate an audience. Particularly 
over the last decade, everything from archival projects to social 
work are pursued under the broad banner of ‘knowledge 
production’. Often pedagogic art is motivated by social causes, 
conflating	education	and	advocacy	in	order	to	mobilise	
communities and special-interest groups, typically those under-
represented in culture at large.
 This tendency may be thought of as ‘new’ but it is actually a 
revival of an array of practices which emerged in the 1960s and 
’70s as part of Fluxus, Conceptual Art and institutional critique, 
among other artistic developments. These practices, tied to 
advances in civil rights, feminism, anti-war activism and a 
general	fostering	of	open-mindedness,	signified	a	counterculture	
that would become integral to the transition from modern to 

its forms, meaning and audiences – can be transformed by learning. It 
acknowledges the myriad ways in which art and its makers challenge the 
conventions of knowledge – knowledge as it is contained, taught, owned, 
valued, marketised and controlled by institutions – towards new means and 
acts of knowing. As a multi-layered project, it celebrates the methodologies, 
time-frames, communities, voices and actions that are brought together by 
socio-pedagogic practices to re-imagine what we know and how we know. As 
Hill notes: ‘We need to produce our own subjectivities rather than have them 
be produced for us’. Shapes of Knowledge welcomes audiences into this space 
of empowerment, offering a schema for teaching and learning that is open 
and ongoing.

   Hannah Mathews is Senior Curator at Monash University 
Museum of Art, Melbourne.
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issue such as social inequality unequivocally corresponds to a set 
of political principles. Rather, what connects the repositories of the 
Asia Art Archive with the environmental research of Lucas Ihlein 
is an intention to build and advocate their particular causes in 
creative ways – to educate, inform and mobilise beyond the 
limitations of any exhibition presentation. It is precisely because 
socio-pedagogic art is rooted in such distinct socio-political 
exigencies that makes it, as a category of contemporary art, as 
nebulous as it is steeped in the concrete demands of collaboration.
 The growth of participatory, research-based, and education-
driven art over the last twenty years corresponds with the 
corporatisation of education around the world. If neoliberalism – 
the concentration of power through marketisation – is the 
dominant hegemonic condition we currently live in, what is the 
role of the artist-educator, to ameliorate or to disrupt existing 
social	orders?	Such	a	question	is	caught	up	in	the	
professionalisation of creative arts and education in the twenty-
first	century,	where	a	bachelor	degree	is	the	primary	channel	
through which one emerges into an ostensibly professionally 
organised	field.	Current	concern	about	the	effects	of	neoliberalism	
on contemporary art are built on historical developments, 
including the Dawkins reforms that integrated art schools into 
Australian universities; the Bologna process of standardising 
higher education in Europe; the creation of practice-based 
doctoral research programs in the creative arts; masters 
programs in curatorial studies; the promotion of STEM 
education; and what Tom Holert calls the ‘edu-capitalist 
infrastructures of museum programming’.4 All this adds up to a 
situation today in which art students, if not already wealthy, 
often emerge into the art world with big debts. Crucial, then, to 
the emergence of socio-pedagogic projects is that art has become 
embroiled in the politics of university and museum education. 
With economic activity framing all social activity, concepts such as 
‘cognitive capitalism’ and the ‘knowledge economy’ have 
underscored the monetisation of innovation, knowledge, data and 
other products of immaterial labour. Under such a framework, to 
unite creative expression under the rubric of ‘creative industries’ 
is to connect technological innovation with social development, to 
task art and culture with feeding existing markets and creating 
new ones to keep global economies moving.
 Socio-pedagogic art is both a product of, and retort to, the 
professionalisation of art, artistic research, and, to a certain 
extent, the marketisation of political practice. In the shadow of 
debates about ‘communicative capitalism’, ‘brand activism’ and 

postmodern art. For this reason I use the term ‘socio-pedagogic 
art’ to delineate between these earlier forms and their 
contemporary iterations. The latter, I believe, are unique in their 
overt impulse to organise, involving artists and collectives that 
manage charities, orchestrate events, forge new areas of research 
and even create new institutions. 
 Shapes of Knowledge builds upon the success of trailblazing 
socio-pedagogic projects such as the Jakarta-based, multi-
platform artist organisation Ruangrupa, the London-based 
social-history repository and charity MayDay Rooms, and Cuban 
artist Tania Bruguera’s Immigrant Movement International, a 
New York–based initiative assisting immigrants through English 
classes, legal help and impromptu performances. The artists 
included in this MUMA exhibition – Asia Art Archive, A Centre 
for Everything, Kym Maxwell, Alex Martinis Roe, Chimurenga, 
Lucas Ihlein, Annette Krauss & Casco Art Institute and The 
Mulka Project – are similarly committed to forging 
interventionist, politically engaged modes of practice. They are 
becoming prominent markers of the professionalised and 
research-directed environment of social art today, fusing 
alternative	education	and	not-for-profit	organising	with	the	
strategies of the cultural avant-gardes and neo-avant-gardes.
	 The	parameters	of	socio-pedagogic	art	defy	definition.	After	
all, what art is not implicitly social, and which objects cannot be 
vehicles	for	knowledge?	Better,	then,	to	think	of	art	after	the	
‘social’ (Claire Bishop1) and ‘educational’ (Paul O’Neill and Mick 
Wilson2) turns not in terms of an aesthetic shift but as referring 
back	to	the	question:	‘How	are	we	shaped	by	what	we	know?’	
Like the paradox of ‘post-criticality’ – in which ‘critique’ is 
renounced	only	to	extend	its	definition	–	the	very	attempt	to	
unpack what we know is constitutive of what we know. For the 
Slovenian	philosopher	Slavoj	Žižek,	thinking	critically	is	not	a	
matter of dismantling established knowledge so much as 
recognising how our lives are shaped in equal measure by ‘known 
knowns’, ‘known unknowns’, ‘unknown knowns’ and ‘unknown 
unknowns’. He writes: ‘it is not that we have to take off 
ideological glasses in order to see reality directly as it is – we are 
“naturally” in ideology, our natural sight is ideological’.3 
 So, through which ideological glasses do socio-pedagogic 
artists	see	the	world?	This,	too,	is	difficult	to	pinpoint	given	the	
numerous artists, collectives, curators and researchers from the 
social sciences that come under this umbrella. To claim that such 
projects are united by a left-leaning agenda would be to cynically 
undermine the simple fact that the artists care, and to act as if an 
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at Casco Art Institute, also in the exhibition, their research 
questions are embedded in classroom politics. Both artists delve 
into the past to draw attention to history as a form of pedagogy, 
focussing on tacit socio-political hierarchies that determine how 
we learn. In previous projects Maxwell has staged plays about 
historical labour disputes (A Wharfie’s Story, 2015) and Krauss, 
with Petra Bauer, has addressed the dubious Dutch Christmas 
tradition of Black Peter (Read the Masks. Tradition is Not Given, 
2009). Instead of representing an archival impulse, these artists 
invoke history as subordinate to pedagogy; proposing 
performative views of the past that are as much about viewers 
‘unlearning’ history as they are about being informed by it. 
Unsurprisingly, Maxwell and Krauss often refer to the 
spontaneous and intuitive learning methods of children in their 
work, conveying how participation, unpredictability and self-
guidance are important to education as well as to research-based 
art. The experience of learning, as opposed to pedagogical 
modelling, becomes the basis for socio-pedagogic practices in 
which history and contemporary politics are set in dialogical 
relation.7	Such	approaches	reflect	the	‘Latourian	turn’	in	
research-based practice, which, following French thinker Bruno 
Latour, portrays art through a sociological lens as a tangled 
network of actors, objects and institutional structures that all 
make	claims	on	the	parameters	of	the	field.	Combining	research	
and education practices to actively ‘tend’ to history, Maxwell and 
Krauss bring to light the complex web of human and non-human 
relationships that shape how we think of ourselves right here 
and now. 
 Venturing well beyond the parameters of art history, socio-
pedagogic artists take up their causes without relinquishing 
institutional resources, and without dispensing with art’s 
capacity to affect as it informs. In allowing the art object to 
sometimes ‘disappear’ through the collaborative processes and 
narratives that form around it, socio-pedagogic artists place 
people and politics at the centre of art, along with the fears, 
ambivalences and hopeful expectations constitutive of the 
fluctuating	uncertainties	of	the	present.	If	this	is	creative	
pedagogy, then it unquestionably forfeits the teacher’s masterful 
and taxonomising voice.

THE HISTORY OF SOCIO-PEDAGOGIC ART

Where do the classroom aesthetics of socio-pedagogic art come 
from?	Following	post-World	War	One	innovations	in	arts	

‘conscientious capitalism’ artists are adopting pedagogical 
methodologies	in	an	attempt	to	find	traction	for	progressive	
thinking. Ultimately, I suspect, many of these practitioners 
oppose creative industries concepts that emphasise marketability, 
intellectual property rights and the general merging of 
commercialism and criticality, which, if successfully applied, pave 
a	path	to	gentrification.	It	is	not	only	artists	and	collectives	
associated with the social and educational turns who have dealt 
with the effects of artistic research in the neoliberal sphere. In 
fact, this concern has been at the forefront of two other 
significant	‘turns’	of	critical	practice	in	the	early	twenty-first-
century: Dieter Roelstraete’s ‘historiographic turn’ and Hal 
Foster’s earlier ‘archival turn’. In 2009 Roelstraete argued that 
the emergence of hybrid forms of archaeological and social-history 
art revealed a widespread fascination for the ‘retrospective gaze’, 
with artists employing historical research to promote a ‘bodily 
bondage’ to history, staging the museum as a conduit for social 
history and public memory.5 Roelstraete’s essay, in part, updated 
Foster’s 2004 essay ‘An Archival Impulse’, which claimed that, in 
light of the abundance of ‘virtual’ social relations online, artists 
were turning their attention away from databases and towards 
material archives, emphasising human connection and feeling in 
historical presentations.6 
 Artists such as Tacita Dean, Thomas Hirschhorn, Goshka 
Macuga and Mariana Castillo Deball were cited by Roelstraete 
and Foster as fashioning poetic forms of research, conveying 
history in the digital age as susceptible to loss and corruption. 
 Roelstraete is warier than Foster about the nostalgia 
underpinning such practices; however, both writers touch on a 
disposition that accompanies the activist and industrious strains 
of socio-pedagogic art: the artist as researcher-pedagogue. Central 
to Alex Martinis Roe’s document- and documentary-driven 
approach to feminist genealogies is a concern that the advances of 
prior feminist achievements could be forgotten. Jacques Derrida, 
Walter Benjamin and others have pointed out that such a fear 
might be intrinsic to archival practice, but for Martinis Roe this 
manifests in co-operative rather than compulsive and insular 
ways. As seen in the MUMA exhibition, her work extends the 
archival impulse to workshops, interviews and seminars. She 
creates narratives through listening, consulting and 
collaborating, a process that yields an itinerant conception of 
history as co-dependent with its interlocutors. 
 For Kym Maxwell and Site for Unlearning (Art 
Organisation), a project of Annette Krauss and the shifting team 
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otherwise diverse art practices during the 1960s and 1970s. This 
included Brazilian Lygia Clark’s adoption of psychoanalytic 
therapy as a practised ‘abandonment of art’, and the American 
artist	Gordon	Matta-Clark’s	not-for-profit	restaurant	Food,	which	
enabled artists to earn a small living without their work being 
compromised by the commercial gallery system. As part of a 
broader social movement, such projects may have had a role in 
increasing government spending on the arts in many countries 
throughout the 1970s, funds that supported not only alternative 
artist-run spaces but also collaborative projects with 
impoverished inner-city dwellers, jail inmates, and community 
groups	perceived	to	need	the	cultural	benefits	gained	through	art.	
An important outcome of this vitalisation of cultural politics was 
the emergence of many hybrid arts and political organisations 
around the world, such as the National Black Theatre in Sydney, 
established in 1971 after the inauguration in 1968 of its 
predecessor	in	Harlem,	New	York.	Operational	for	five	years,	the	
Australian organisation supported Aboriginal representation in 
dance, plays, poetry, satire and street theatre, only a few years 
after	Indigenous	Australians	had	been	officially	recognised	as	
citizens in their own country. 
 An important motivator of this agit-culture was the work of 
the Brazilian educator Paolo Freire, whose Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed (1968) intended to give voice to ‘the culture of silence’ 
surrounding communities that were dispossessed.9 Informed by 
Marxism and Christian liberation theology, Freire proposed 
critical pedagogy as a new model of education in which teachers 
conceived	of	students	not	as	empty	vessels	waiting	to	be	filled	
with knowledge, but as participants in a collective process for 
social justice. While maintaining that people innately want to 
become fully human – free from internal and external oppressions 
– he underscored how hierarchy can never be fully erased from 
the education setting. Employing the dialogical method, Freire’s 
ideal teacher would work collaboratively with students towards 
achieving freedom within a newly self-disciplined form of 
authority. He stressed how education, especially in a ‘a culture of 
domination’, involves ‘a permanent tension between authority 
and liberty’.10 
 It is no coincidence that the emergence of Freire’s ideas was 
concurrent with the coining of the term ‘institutional critique’, 
used when referring to the work of artists such as Mierle 
Laderman Ukeles, Hans Haacke, Jef Geys, Marcel Broodthaers 
and Michael Asher. These artists shared a focus on alerting 
viewers to art’s institutional and discursive conventions. While 

education by institutions such as VKhUTEMAS in Russia and the 
Bauhaus in Germany, there began a long history of artists in the 
twentieth century who treated the gallery like a classroom, 
conflating	artistic	methods	with	teaching	methods,	and	viewers	
with collaborating students. An originator of this approach, 
German artist Joseph Beuys famously declared in the 1960s that 
‘everyone is an artist’ and everything in the world a social 
sculpture. Informed by the anthroposophist educator Rudolf 
Steiner, Beuys developed performances as impromptu classes, 
co-founded Germany’s Green Party, campaigned for education 
reform, participated in grassroots political causes, and established 
the Free International University for Creativity and 
Interdisciplinary Research in Dusseldorf, all in the name of art. 
 Beuys’s interest in the interplay between spiritual, material, 
artistic and social spheres was matched in America by the 
originator of ‘Happenings’, Allan Kaprow, who in 1969, with 
educationist Herbert Kohl, developed Project Other Ways within 
the Berkeley public school system. Kaprow and Kohl assisted 
primary school students in need by encouraging teachers to adopt 
conceptual art methodologies, replacing the curriculum with 
‘event scores’ in which classroom actions, ideas and objects were 
contextualised as part of a performance. Like Beuys, Kaprow was 
a formative member of the Fluxus movement, but whereas 
Beuys’s	career	was	inspired	by	Steiner,	Kaprow’s	was	influenced	
by the American philosopher and education reformer John Dewey. 
 In Art as Experience (1932) Dewey claimed that the meaning 
and value of art is not solely in the object but in the processes 
that produced it and the experiences it provides. Intent on 
recovering the continuity of aesthetic experience with the normal 
process of living, Dewey deemed aesthetically enriching 
experiences as crucial factors in building a participatory 
democracy,	not	confined	to	the	leisure	time	of	a	privileged	few.	For	
him, to be enriched aesthetically is not to have a closed and 
autonomous	experience	but	a	fulfilled	one.	When	fulfilled	–	
whether ‘eating a meal […] or taking part in a political campaign’ 
– our experience breaks from the daily chain of ‘continuously 
occurring experience’.8	Dewey	argued	that	it	is	the	fulfilled	and	
memorable aspects of aesthetic experiences that make them 
useful. By making us sensitive to enrichment, innovation and 
discernment, art can help to break with old habits of behaviour 
and thought, applicable to the political, ethical and educational 
spheres of our lives. 
 Dewey’s promotion of the everyday use-value of art, and its 
dissemination through Fluxus, had an impact on a number of 
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image of global art had emerged, one supported by the 
exponential growth of biennales and talk of Western art’s 
decentering. At the same time, theoretical discourse such as queer 
theory, visual culture studies and gender studies offered 
alternative genealogies for artists, who started seeing themselves 
less in terms of art history and more in terms of cultural politics 
more generally, especially in the wake of the establishment of 
cultural studies faculties in universities around the world. We 
could say here that, as a result of these changes, artists who 
wanted to forge ‘progressive’ practices looked less to art history 
than to the socio-political debates of their time. It was in this 
context	that	Nicolas	Bourriaud	developed	his	influential	theory	of	
‘relational aesthetics’ in connection with the exhibition Traffic, 
which he curated in 1996 at the CAPC Musée d’art 
contemporaine in Bordeaux, France. Writing in his book 
Relational Aesthetics (1998), Bourriaud argued that works of art 
which foreground social engagement and direct experience 
demand a different, more dynamic conception of aesthetic form, 
one that spills over into political and ethical spheres, becoming 
part of the actual social relations they produce. He writes: ‘Unlike 
an object that is closed in on itself by the intervention of a style 
and a signature, present-day art shows that form only exists in 
the encounter and in the dynamic relationship enjoyed by an 
artistic proposition with other formations, artistic or otherwise’.14 
Over the next decade, work by artists such as Liam Gillick, 
Rirkrit Tiravanija and Phillippe Parreno incited debate around 
the world about whether the artists actually maintained such a 
non-signatory status over the ‘social’ forms involved in their 
work. Did these artists pave the way for socio-pedagogic art by 
offering	new	ways	to	think	about	art’s	social	basis?	Or	did	they	
‘reduce’ a social interaction to a dynamic form, selling an image 
of	sociality	as	harmonious,	in	the	vein	of	service-industry	art?	
This is a complex argument and beyond the scope of this essay; 
suffice	to	say	that,	although	helping	to	inspire	the	‘social	turn’	in	
the 2000s, Bourriaud’s thesis was made peripheral by a new 
generation of artists, some of whom are represented in Shapes of 
Knowledge. In short, these artists conceive of their viewers in less 
formalist ways than Bourriaud, trading ‘micro-utopias’ for 
pedagogical techniques concerned with, among other things, 
capitalist critique and marginalisation – lines of inquiry 
respectively described in Relational Aesthetics as ‘futile’ and 
‘regressive’.15 

Henry Giroux, a prominent follower of Freire, has argued that 
critical pedagogy is at odds with ‘the transmission of a particular 
skill,	body	of	knowledge,	or	set	of	values’,	artists	influenced	by	
Freire’s methods have generally been less essentialist about the 
relation between methodological competence and engaged 
critique.11 This was the case for artists associated with 
institutional critique, but it is equally so for socio-pedagogic art 
today. Contemporary collectives such as The Mulka Project, for 
instance, which I will discuss in more detail later on, utilise 
digital archiving practices and other media skills as part of a 
cultural process of growing and preserving community activities, 
in conjunction with more dialogical teaching methods. The 
imparting of skills and the conducting of workshops need not 
oppose critical pedagogy, as Giroux suggests, but may, in fact, 
increase its effectiveness. 
 In the late 1980s, a group of American artists such as 
Andrea Fraser, Gregg Bordowitz, Adrian Piper, Renée Green and 
Mark Dion were heralded as re-igniting the traditions of 
institutional critique. If the former generation of artists tried to 
undermine the museum by using deconstructive strategies to 
bring attention to gallery apparatuses, this new generation – in 
the wake of polemical postmodern debates about the critical/
complicit aspects of neo-expressionist and Pictures art – sought 
the museum’s power for their own purposes. They were no longer 
bound by the museum and its aesthetics, as Bordowitz, an 
influential	artist-activist	during	the	AIDS	crisis,	stated	in	1989:	

I have no more questions about gallery walls. The kind 
of academic understanding I used to have about 
institutional critique led to a dead end. It ate its own 
tail in its formalism. What seems useful to me now is to 
go out and do work that is directly engaged, that is 
productive – to produce work that enables people to see 
what they are doing, that enables them to criticise 
what they are doing, and moves on.12

Wrestling with the legacies of 1970s-style cultural politics, this 
new generation of institutional critics looked to institutions, 
organisations and methodologies outside of art, emerging at a 
time when the boundaries between theory and practice had 
become increasingly porous, and the very notion of 
postmodernism itself was sceptically received.13 
 As debate about ‘thematically political art’ versus ‘engaged 
political art’ became more vociferous throughout the 1990s, an 
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to Australian curator Stephen Gilchrist, the ‘foundational 
narratives of place, people and practice’, and the interweaving of 
these logics within art and exhibition-making, are exemplary of 
the productive openness ‘crucial to Indigenous ways of seeing, 
knowing, and being’.17 For art that tries to replace colonial and 
neoliberal	taxonomies,	it	has	become	crucial	to	find	depth	in	
localised concepts, creating connections across familial, cultural, 
philosophical and political spheres.
 Taken at a distance, socio-pedagogic art can seem almost 
compulsive in its urge to build connections with others. This 
embrace of other people’s expertise, as well as other passions, can 
be understood as a further iteration of modern and postmodern 
transdisciplinary practice. Artists in Shapes of Knowledge pursue, 
in an organisational and ‘para-institutional’ mode, collage-like 
arrangements that emphasise multiplicity and interconnection 
rather	than	fixity	and	singularity,	testing	out	disciplinary	
boundaries to reveal their implicit assumptions. Crossing 
curatorial and educational lines, such an approach corresponds 
with claims of a ‘new institutionalism’ in contemporary art – 
referring primarily to curatorial methods in which art-world 
systems are restructured in order to foster greater democratic 
participation. Strength is sought not just in numbers but also in a 
diversity of constituents, with socio-pedagogic projects often 
staging interactions between groups that not do not usually come 
together, or which are not typically considered to be the target 
audiences for contemporary art. 
 Examples of socio-pedagogic art that employ a range of 
aesthetic and practical methods are the collaborative projects A 
Centre for Everything (Gabrielle de Vietri and Will Foster) and 
Chimurenga (a pan-African organisation founded by Ntone 
Edjabe in 2002). Both groups see themselves as platforms that 
enable cross-pollination, staging entertaining, one-off experiences 
as well as long-term outcomes that span radio shows, academic 
collaborations, curated exhibitions, communal meals, social 
events and long-form journalism. Importantly, these hybrid 
practices also entail handing over communication platforms to 
those who need them, distributing whatever powers they have as 
cultural producers to communities lacking the same biopolitical 
currency. The aim here is to be continually responsive to the 
people	implicated	in	each	distinct	arrangement,	to	find	a	way	to	
turn art, in the words of Gabrielle de Vietri, ‘from being 
politically engaged and politically motivated, to being politically 
active’.18 While foregrounding pedagogy, emphasis is not just on 
teaching as a dialogical act but also on the various ways in which 

HYBRID STRUCTURES, HYBRID STRATEGIES,  
HYBRID VOICES

In the contemporary moment of global neoliberalism, the need to 
act upon corporate models of governance, either combatively or 
amelioratively, has demanded artists employ an array of strategies 
and methods. For those who learnt from the successes and failures 
of relational aesthetics, reform and resistance began to be explored 
from within organisational structures themselves, typically 
supported	by	multiple,	overlapping	affiliations	that	bring	a	viral	
logic to their causes. Gerald Raunig calls this ‘instituent practice’, 
that of activists and cultural producers who repeatedly confront 
the question of which relations of power they want to exist and 
operate within. Innovative forms of institutional work are 
pursued; multiple, overlapping and ongoing arrangements of 
self-organisation	that	link	the	fields	of	culture	and	politics	in	new	
and/or effective ways. The legacy of Michel Foucault looms large 
here. He argued not just that power is a mobile and continually 
shifting set of force relations emerging from all social interactions, 
but,	more	specifically,	that	it	is	integrated	with	knowledge:	the	
subject who resists disciplinary measures is also in some way 
formed by them. Hence the impulse in socio-pedagogic art for 
artists to compose their own disciplinary methods, to resist 
institutionalisation not by abandoning such principles completely 
but by creating alternative organisational structures. 
 At a local level, some contemporary socio-pedagogic art 
projects establish far-reaching allegiances in order to make 
improvements closer to home, learning from other ventures and 
struggles. They are what Marion von Osten calls ‘translocal’ 
organisational	practices,	which	she	defines	as	locally	embedded	
but unlimited in scope. A good example of this is the Mulka 
Project, included in Shapes of Knowledge. An Indigenous 
Australian collective formed in 2008 around a digital library and 
production centre located in Yirrkala in northeast Arnhem Land, 
its collaborative outputs, which include academic research, 
documentation of ceremonies and conducting language lessons, at 
once expose, critique and mitigate the effects of colonialisation 
and neoliberalisation on remote communities. More pointedly, the 
Mulka Project demonstrates how organisational forms of art can 
be employed to counter a lack of governmental infrastructural 
support. For van Osten, translocal projects defy ‘the known 
boundaries between art practices as well as those between art 
practices and between institutions’, generating ‘relational work/
life models that insist on other ways of doing culture’.16 According 
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abstractions, Guattari’s ideas reproduce many of the key 
principles of critical pedagogy. The teacher’s role as a conveyer of 
information takes a back seat to the individuality of each student, 
who	is	encouraged	to	recount	their	experiences	alongside	reflexive	
techniques that may illuminate these subjectivities. Socio-
pedagogic artists encourage such ‘raw’ and ‘chaotic’ expressions 
to	flourish	within	specific	alliances	and	organisational	
frameworks.	In	fostering	a	mix	of	affective	and	reflective	voices,	a	
type of ‘surplus’ subjectivity is invoked as integral to art as 
critical pedagogy.
 Such a dynamic and enigmatic model of subjectivity may, in 
fact, mirror the decentralised and hybridised sites of power in 
neoliberalism. However, for Irit Rogoff, a British theorist and 
curator interested in the social and educational turns in art, this 
should not mean that every articulation of limitlessness must be 
insidious. We need, in other words, to keep our eye on what it 
means to be free even if it increasingly sounds a lot like neoliberal 
rhetoric; we need to continue producing our subjectivities rather 
than have them produced for us. Rogoff writes: ‘“Free” in 
relation to knowledge […] has its power less in its expansion than 
in an ultimately centripetal movement, less in a process of 
penetrating and colonizing everywhere and everything in the 
relentless mode of capital, than in reaching unexpected entities 
and	then	drawing	them	back,	mapping	them	onto	the	field	of	
perception’.24 
 Drawing from Foucault’s notion of ‘parrhesia’ (the practice 
of speaking frankly from a position of vulnerability) Rogoff claims 
that socio-pedagogic art produces knowledge in the form of ‘free, 
blatant public speech’.25 In this schematic representation, 
knowledge is tied to ‘re-singularising’ subjectivity, where people 
move away from the operational demands imposed on them 
towards a ‘free’ co-presence with the world, in the ‘barely-formed 
spaces in which the curious gather’.26 In being prone to 
abstractions herself, Rogoff’s analogy lacks any indication of the 
particular social assemblages that are constitutive of socio-
pedagogic	art	–	the	specific	personalities	and	positions	of,	say,	
Lucas Ihlein’s projects, where farmers, artists and social science 
academics	come	together	in	ways	that	are	difficult	to	replicate.	
But	Rogoff	is	helpful	in	thinking	about	the	field	as	a	whole,	
especially the tendency for socio-pedagogic artists to treat 
concepts of education, subjectivity, hybridity, sociality and 
institutionality as overlapping and generative. 
 The employment of hybrid methodologies in art after the 
educational turn is, for Rogoff, an expression of companionship. 

learning can be fostered. Viewed holistically, listening, feeling, 
play, activism, advocacy, dialogue and obstruction are all utilised 
as productive elements of art- and citizen-making. 
 Echoing such cross-pollinating pedagogies in his book 
Chaosmosis (1993), Félix Guattari – a French psychoanalyst and 
philosopher – asked himself: ‘how do you make a classroom 
operate	as	if	it	were	a	work	of	art?’19 In response, he addressed a 
fundamental link between subjectivity and pedagogy, focusing on 
hybrid creations of affects, social relations and associative orders 
that work against the ‘machinic production of subjectivity’ and 
the projections of ‘universal time’ incarnated by ‘capitalist 
colonialism in both the East and West’.20 Looking to 
transdisciplinary art practices as models for the ways in which we 
can rethink the world, Guattari claims that under neoliberalism 
we are faced with an important ethical choice: ‘either we objectify, 
reify,	“scientifise”	subjectivity,	or,	on	the	contrary,	we	try	to	grasp	
it in the dimension of its processual creativity’.21 
 In accepting that knowledge subjectivises, the question 
arises: how we can facilitate more autonomous, and less 
indoctrinated,	subjects?	Not	just	a	concern	for	pedagogy,	
preserving	the	specificity	of	subjectivity	and	the	individual’s	right	
to singularity was also, for Guattari, important to all forms of 
social,	political	and	cultural	engagement.	His	ideas	are	reflected	
in socio-pedagogic art that foregrounds voices which may not yet 
be fully formed, or that stem from subjective experiences and 
collective connections. As discussed, socio-pedagogic projects 
adopt transdisciplinary, para-institutional and translocal 
approaches to rethink discursive boundaries, democratic social 
systems and teaching practices, giving agency to collaborators 
who are encouraged to articulate their own realities. 
‘Transversality’ is the name Guattari gives to this type of 
mapping. He uses it to refer to the overlapping, often chaotic 
relations produced in the ‘re-singularising’ of subjectivity, which 
yields not individual paths but complex assemblages, multiple 
relations and different social, cultural and political strata in an 
ontological dimension, each working on and through the other. 
	 The	first	step	in	perceiving	the	world	in	its	entirety	as	
something we can learn from is, according to Guattari, to accept 
that ‘a pedagogy of values does not exist’.22 Only subjects can 
produce their own subjectivities. Guattari’s ideal teacher, then, 
does not pass on knowledge so much as adopt artistic processes to 
inspire students to create themselves: ‘toolkits composed of 
concepts, percepts and affects, which diverse publics will use at 
their convenience.’23 Although tending towards philosophical 
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encounters and reciprocal exchange. He therefore underscores 
how pedagogical agency need not be considered a unique property 
of	individuals	at	all,	but	as	something	that	can	be	‘fluid	and	
transpositional over the course of a given compositional process’.30 
 Wedded to organisational and collaborative structures, 
encounters with socio-pedagogic art can be slow burns, especially 
if	one	is	not	already	familiar	with	a	particular	cause	or	field	of	
inquiry. But, if productive, such engagements can exceed 
calculations as participants become involved with other 
individuals, making possible, through these relationships, forms, 
ethics and attitudes with which to navigate creative, critical, 
social and political life. Proposing discoveries over destinations, 
many of the works in Shapes of Knowledge call for the 
commentator inside us all to be present and available. They ask 
us not to give in to cynicism, solipsism or stagnation, but instead 
to	learn	to	see	things	fluidly	by	being	in	close	proximity	with	
others, attuned to the relationships through which subjects and 
collectives are mutually apprehended.
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culture at Southern Cross University, New South 
Wales. He writes for Frieze and Artforum, and his 
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Modern Art (Routledge, 2016) and Art After the Hipster 
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2017).

Through collaborative production and reception processes, 
participants in socio-pedagogic projects enunciate subjective 
truths that intermingle with those of others: ‘not truth as 
correct, as provable, as fact, but truth as that which collects 
around	it	subjectivities	that	are	neither	gathered	nor	reflected	by	
other utterances’.27 For those caught in the grips of such 
interactions, what makes them valuable is not their expression of 
a generalised principle as much as their affective force: their 
capacity to spark ideas, to solidify existing relations or to 
motivate practical outcomes. 

REFUSING THE FINAL WORD

In highlighting the importance of realising a project through 
shared commitments, many of the artists in Shapes of Knowledge 
play down representational principles and look instead for 
formats, platforms and interactions that enable common concerns 
to appear. In being accretive and largely open-ended, the 
exhibition	reflects	a	fundamental	principle	of	our	contemporary	
art zeitgeist that is con-tempo or ‘with time’ – actual, perpetually 
present	or	updated,	and	refusing	the	final	word.	Although	
emphasising	contextual	specificity,	many	of	the	works	also	appear	
as if in the midst of long-term development, belonging to larger, 
ongoing practices even if they are one-off events. The sense of 
‘real time’, here, is largely due to the real issues and real lives 
collaboratively embedded in such projects, even though they 
provide only partial visibility into the constitution of the social 
realities through which they take shape. 
 Actively and recurrently trying to reconcile the power of 
self-organisation and self-education with a responsibility to those 
with diminished power, socio-pedagogic art proposes, in the words 
of	Grant	Kester,	‘a	very	different	image	of	the	artist,	one	defined	
in terms of openness, of listening, and of a willingness to accept a 
position of dependence and intersubjective vulnerability relative to 
the viewer or collaborator’.28 Kester, a prominent theorist of 
‘dialogical art’, is sceptical of self-declared political art projects 
that rely ‘on a gap between (transformed) consciousness and 
subsequent action in the world’.29 For him, art does not need such 
a ‘decoy’ event out of which socio-political empowerment is 
purported to emerge. Opposing a dominant tendency in modern 
and	postmodern	art	that	conceived	of	reflective	consciousness	as	
the effect of a revelatory aesthetic encounter, Kester’s writings are 
significant	for	their	claims	that	collaborative	actions	themselves	
can generate insight, especially those which offer face-to-face 
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